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All of the major specifications are present and accounted for in the Orient Kamasu. Orient has provided a
decent offering of watch components including a 200m water resistance, screw down crown, sapphire

crystal, and hands that function nicely with a round case. They have also included a hacking and
handwinding movement. This is a quality offering and I was quite impressed with the dial finish. It had a

lot of good contrast and the red jewels match quite well with the red gold colored dial. The Orient
Kamasu’s case is a polished steel watch band. It is a rather small size of 46mm with a generous lug to lug
spread of 45mm. The 12mm thick case is 37.5mm wide at the lugs and extends down to a strap width of

25mm, which is considerably thinner than some other brands. This is a generous case size, made
possible by the big lugs on the case, and certainly good for the price. The thickness and the diameter

across from one side to the other is 8mm, which is a testament to Orient’s way of outsourcing the case.
The Orient Kamasu we tested was a steel case/link bracelet that offered 200m of water resistance. The
316L stainless steel links themselves were a good size with visible filing. The links also have hollow end
which means that the clasp is not filled with lube to assist with smoothness. The clasp utilizes positive

and negative springs and has three end stops. While the adjustment mechanism is not as good as some
others, it is still very functional. The Orient Kamasu has a screw down crown. At a glance, the Orients

Kamasu looks quite similar to many other dive watches out there. While Orients Kamasu looks like it is
trying to play by the rules of the current market, if you look up close you will see that there are several

things that you just don’t see on other dive watches. The first is that the case and lugs are brushed finish
and not polished and polished. This makes it a bit softer looking than some of the modern polished cases
that are out there. You can see some hints of brushed finish in the links and the dial where the brushed

finish has been buffed off.
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the only thing about the orient star sports outdoor that really lets it down is the size of its case. it's just a
little too big for most people. if you're just an average-sized guy, it might be a little too big for your wrist.
that being said, the case is extremely well-built, and while it's not a typical dive watch case, it certainly
feels sturdy and water resistant. the screw-down crown (which is quite easy to use) is nicely finished in
black, and the strap is equally elegant. the omega nixon is the perfect understated strap for the watch,
and although the clasp is a bit of a pain, it washes and wears like a dream. inside the orient star sports
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outdoor, you have the orient caliber f6n43 automatic movement. the f6n43 is a fairly typical automatic
movement for the orient range. it has a hacking seconds hand, a minute hand, a column wheel, and date.

the crown is screwed down, and this is a nice addition to orient. the crown is smooth and the cap is an
excellent, safe, ball-bearing design. to make things a little more interesting, the orient caliber f6n43

movement is a 28-jewel automatic. this is actually very impressive, since 28-jewel movements are the
standard in all of the orient range. the orient star sports outdoor is equipped with a 21,600 bph

movement, but it also has a small seconds hand with the date, a moon phase, and a date window. this
date window is great for diving when you want to know what day it is. the orient star sports outdoor is a

good watch for most people. if you're looking for a super-rugged watch, this isn't it, but its certainly a
capable outdoor watch. the case isn't as big as you might be hoping for, and in this case, that's a good

thing. this watch is a good choice if you like the orient collection, but aren't looking for a watch that
spends its time in the water. orient has definitely made a nice step in the right direction with this watch.
the movement is a very, very good one as well. if you're looking for a dive watch that can also take some

abuse, the orient star sports outdoor is a really nice option. 5ec8ef588b
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